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Bridge Built 1500 to 1700
Bridge Built 1500 or earlier

No.

Bridge

OS Location Date

F1

Balgonie Bridge

NO 317 004

17th C?

F2

Barrel Bridge

NT 307 983

c1700

F3

Ceres Bishop Bridge

NO 400 114

17th C

F4

Dairsie Bridge

NO 416 161

1538

F5

Dunfermline Tower Bridge

NT 087 873

1611

F6

Guardbridge Inner Bridge

NO 450 198

16/18th C

F7

Guardbridge Old Bridge

NO 451 189

1419

F8

Kelty Bridge

NT 139 953

17th C?

F9

Kirkwynd Bridge

NO 575 049

17/18th C

F10

Newmills Old Bridge

NT 012 865

16th C

F11

Peekie Bridge

NO 560 126

16th C

F12

St Monans Clapper Bridge

NO 523 015

17th C

Information sheets are presented for the bridges listed.
There may have been a medieval Swilken Bridge on the Old Course in St. Andrews, but it has been so much
refurbished that any evidence is hidden.
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F1. Balgonie Bridge carries a minor road over
the River Leven, immediately to the south of the
village of Milton of Balgonie. There is little
evidence of antiquity, viewing from the level of
the road, and I was unable to gain access to
the river bank, so I am dependent for what
follows on photographs taken from the internet.
According to the Listing, the original 17th
century bridge has been approximately doubled
in width, to the west, (upstream), and rebuilt
above the arches to the east. The upper
photograph, obtained from the internet, was
taken from the east, and shows a transition in
the soffits from coursed rubble to ashlar; my best estimate is that the original bridge was c2.9m wide. The bridge
has two segmental arches and a central pier with cutwaters upstream and downstream. The photograph below
shows the eastern face, with single, flush, dressed arch rings and a carved armorial panel. A change in fabric
provides evidence of the replacement superstructure, mentioned by the Listing. In view of the accuracy of the
information in the Listing which can be checked, and the absence of any anachronistic features, I am content to
accept the dating to the 17th century. As already indicated, access is very poor.
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F2. Barrel Bridge (Brig), also called New
Bridge, carries a path over the River Ore, c2km
north-east of Thornton. The pathway which
incorporates the bridge is called Queen Mary’s
Road, in commemoration of its alleged use by
the ill-fated monarch to travel from the Royal
Palace of Falkland to Wemyss Castle where
she met Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley, in 1565,
before her disastrous 2nd marriage. The bridge
comprises two semi-circular arches spanning
c6m each, separated by a very broad pier with
cutwaters upstream and downstream. The fabric is rubble, mainly random, but there is a contrast in the soffits
which are smooth, coursed, and almost ashlar. There are single flush chamfered arch rings, made up of shaped
voussoirs. The bridge is 2.7m wide, and there are now no parapets but Mr. Simpson who has visited the bridge,
and for whose observations I am most grateful, is certain that they once existed. The surface of the path is paved,
and relatively long ramps lead up to the bridge at each bank. The bridge is called ‘New Bridge’ in a document of
1725, which would realistically date it to c1700, when it would have been on the cusp of being available for moving
coal from mines opening in the area. However, that leaves a question about what preceded it in the 16th century;
the river does not appear easily fordable near the line of the path, and it is hard to believe that any stone structure,
which would have needed to be substantial, would have been demolished rather than refurbished. A wooden
bridge was perhaps the likeliest predecessor, on a relatively minor route, but some features of the bridge, like the
arch shape, the chamfered arch rings, the large pier, and the well-made soffits leave me wondering if a 16th century
bridge has survived. However, for the moment c1700 has to be the preferred build-date.
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F3. Ceres Bishop Bridge: At the south-east end of Ceres village a small 17th century bridge, known as the
"Bishop Bridge", crosses the Ceres Burn. It has a single segmental arch with a span of 8m and a width of 2.5m.
The roadway which is steep and cobbled, has a width of 1.8m between the parapets, and rises to a height of
4m above the normal water-level. The bridge is rubble built and there are double chamfered arch rings on each
face. It has been refurbished fairly recently, and this must contribute to the fact that it looks less old than it
apparently is. Its name derives from the fact that Archbishop Sharp crossed it and then paused in the village
before continuing the journey to St. Andrews that was interrupted by a local Covenanter party led by Hackston
of Rathillet and Balfour of Kinloch, in early May 1679. The Archbishop was dragged from his coach and
murdered, before the eyes of his daughter. The bridge is easily viewed from all sides.
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F4. Dairsie Bridge bears the arms and initials
of James Beaton, Archbishop of St Andrews on
a panel on the east face, and it was probably
built at his instigation during his episcopate
from 1522-1538. There was an earlier bridge at
Dairsie, since King James IV is recorded as
passed over it in 1496, when journeying from
St Andrew's to Stirling. The bridge now carries
a minor road over the River Eden, just south of
Dairsie castle and an old church. It is a coursed
rubble

bridge

of

three

arches,

the

southernmost, the largest, spanning c9m is
segmental, the central one is semi-circular, and
the northern flood arch is smaller and slightly
pointed; the total length is 29m. The roadway is
3.4m wide. The configuration is puzzling, and
suggests that one or more arches of the earlier
15th century bridge, referred to above, might
survive. Each arch has 4 heavy ribs in the
soffits, of which the outer two are chamfered,
and double chamfered arch rings; these
features

are

shown

in

the

photograph

alongside. There are projecting triangular cut-waters at each face of one pier, namely that separating the northern
river arch and the flood arch; the upstream cutwater is carried upwards as a refuge. This also is puzzling, as
cutwaters would be expected on the pier separating the river arches, if anywhere. The parapets and the approach
at either end have been renewed but otherwise the bridge seems hardly altered since the 16th century, though the
question of how it arrived at its present form remains. Access is good downstream from where the photograph
below was taken, but the bridge is difficult to view from upstream.
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F5. Dunfermline Tower Bridge is an unusual
structure crossing Tower Burn adjacent to
Malcom Canmore's tower in Pittendreich Park,
Dunfermline. This is an ancient bridge site and
was referred to as 'Gyrth-Bow' in the 14th
century when it connected two parts of
Dunfermline. It was the only approach to the
town centre from the west until 1770. The
existing semi-circular double arched bridge, i.e.
with two- storeys, has a lower structure dating
from 1611 and an upper part built in 1780. The
former was a 'Collection' bridge 2.7m wide,
which was later underpinned by two large ribs
at the ends of the vault, as shown in the lower
photograph; one appears as the lowest of three
arches on the upstream face as shown in the
upper photograph. At the same time the low
bridge

was

widened

to

5.1m.

(The

reinforcement has some similarity to that on
Newmills Old Bridge, nearby). The upper 18th
century portion has rusticated voussoirs and
well-finished, coursed sandstone spandrels.
The balustrades are a modern addition. Access
is of course good within a public park, with the
opportunity to walk beneath the bridge at the
side of the stream.
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F6. Guardbridge Inner Bridge is to be found
just off the A919, a short distance north of
Guardbridge Old Bridge, and crosses the
Motray Water, a tributary of the River Eden. It
comprises 3 segmental arches, with the two to
the north shallower and larger than that to the
south, (spans, c8m, compared with c5.5m).
The RCAHMS description is at first sight
strange because it talks of an 18th century
bridge, but also of repairs to the ‘Inner Brig’ in
1598. The photograph alongside, taken from
downstream, may resolve some of

the

apparent contradiction, because it provides
clear evidence of a widening operation, on that face. Accepting this, it seems certain that refurbishment of the
upstream face took place at the same time, because it has more or less identical features. These include the
roughly squared, coursed rubble fabric, the large cutwaters, and the single arch rings of roughly shaped voussoirs
with keystones, and they are indeed very likely to be 18th century in origin with other features like rusticated
parapets and railings, obviously added even later. (The evidence of widening militates against the idea that the
bridge was simply rebuilt in the 18th century.) The photograph below, taken from downstream shows another
unusual feature, namely the very broad southern pier, (c5.5m perhaps 3X greater than the other); I can offer no
real explanation for this. So, Inner Bridge as seen today is an 18th century bridge, except perhaps when the soffits
are viewed, but I think that at the core is a narrow bridge just over 2m wide dating back to the 16th century, though
I would not pretend that the evidence is conclusive. Access is good, upstream and downstream.
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F7. Guardbridge Old Bridge was bypassed in
the late 1930s, but until then carried the A91
west/east across the estuary of the River Eden
towards St. Andrews. Its construction is
attributed to Bishop Wardlaw, founder of St.
Andrews University, and dated to 1419. It is
suggested that of the 6 arches, the 4 to the
west (furthest away in the upper photograph)
are original, and are close to semi- circular in
shape, while the other two which may have
been built later are more clearly segmental,
with the most easterly being smaller than the others which are around 12m in span. The soffits are un-ribbed, and
there is no evidence that the bridge has ever been widened, so 3.75m was the original carriageway width. The
voussoirs are claimed to be unusually thin in comparison with the span, disobeying ‘Alberti’s Rule’ of 1470 which
suggests 1/15 of the span, or around 0.8m, whereas they are marginally less than 0.4m thick; nonetheless the bridge
still stands having carried heavy motor traffic in its time. There are records of repair on several occasions, firstly
in the 1530s under the authority of Archbishop James Beaton, and thereafter in 1601, 1678- 86, 1786 and 1802.
No doubt this explains in part why the bridge lacks symmetry with the 7 rectangular refuges rising from the triangular
cutwaters by way of caps and pilaster-like structures, concentrated towards the western end, and varying in their
outer dimensions. Patching of the squared rubble fabric is evident in many places. The bridge also suffers visually
from the close proximity upstream (south) of the bypass, and downstream of half- submerged pillars which are
remnants of a 19th century railway bridge. However, access is good, and there is an information board. The upper
view is taken from upstream, that below from downstream with the remains of the railway bridge prominent.
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F8. Kelty Bridge over the Kelty Burn is at the
north end of the village from which both take
their name. It has a single semi-circular arch of
well-dressed lightly rusticated voussoirs, at
least viewed from the east (downstream). It has
dressed stone spandrels and has been
strengthened by iron clamping. The evidence
of widening, perhaps from c4m to c6m, at this
face is very clear in the photograph alongside,
not least because there has been a change in
arch shape. The photograph below appears to
have been taken from upstream, which I found
inaccessible, but there is some suggestion from the colouration of the soffits that the bridge might also have been
extended, albeit by a smaller amount, upstream. If so, this would explain the late 18 th century appearance of both
faces of a bridge thought to have been built at least a century earlier; and imply that the original bridge was 2.5m
wide. The pronounced hump is mainly a feature of the parapets.
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F9. Kirkwynd Bridge is in the village of Kilrenny, just inland of Anstruther on the south-east coast of Fife. It is
on a track leading into the Innergellie estate from the village, and crosses the Gellie Burn, but its rough-hewn
appearance suggests that it was never on the main access route. It comprises a single segmental arch, badly
misshapen at the downstream face though apparently less so upstream. Between rubble abutments the arch is
a single broad ring of blocks of varied sizes and shapes, with only the surfaces which form the actual vault
seemingly smoothed. Certainly, the single arch ring viewed from downstream, in the photograph below taken
by Alastair Robertson, is very rough, with some stones rising above the level of the track. There are no parapets
now, and it is hard to reconcile the structure, with what purports to be a photograph of it on the RCAHMS site
taken in 1889 showing neat parapets with coping stones. The span is c3m and the width 2.4m, so it would have
accommodated pedestrians and carts on what is now a grassy surface with arch stones penetrating. As regards
the age of the bridge, there are no real clues in its appearance; the house on the estate to which it gave access
from the village was built in 1740, but had a predecessor with a date-stone for 1650, so in theory it could date
from any time after then. Accordingly, I shall give a date-estimate of 17/18th century.
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F10. Newmills Old Bridge Although this
bridge across the Bluther Burn in the village of
Newmills is only a short distance north of its
replacement carrying the B9037, I failed to find
it on my first visit. It is an overgrown semi-ruin
with no parapets. There is a single almost semicircular arch and apparently a small flood arch,
though I failed to observe the latter on my visit.
The

fabric

is

finely

jointed

ashlar,

but

substantially repaired. The main arch has been
underpinned by a second arch which takes the
form of two thick, roughly chamfered ribs with
sideways infill. The original arch above was
slightly pointed. The bridge was approximately
3.5m wide. The upper photograph is taken from
downstream, the middle one from upstream.
Below is an older photograph which shows the
overall appearance as it once was, including
the flood arch, though I find it hard to recognise
similarities with the bridge now. Authorities
state that the bridge dates to the 17th century,
though its arch-shape unless an accident of
decay, and the provenance of industrial
remains around it, suggest that it might be
older.
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F11. Peekie Bridge carries a grassed track
over a small stream called the Kenly Water, to
the south-west of Boarhills, itself a village to the
south-east of St. Andrews. It comprises a single
semi-circular arch (not a pointed arch as
suggested

by

the

Listed

buildings

and

RCAHMS sites), spanning approximately 9m,
with the low parapets 4.5m above the surface
of the stream, which was running high. The
width of the track-way is 3.3m, and although
there are striations in the soffits and imposts as
shown in the photograph alongside, it does not
seem that the bridge has been widened. The
fabric is coursed rubble throughout, and there
are single, flush chamfered arch rings, made up
of voussoirs slightly variable in length. There is
a panel on the downstream face of the eastern
abutment which carries the Hepburn arms and
seems to place the building of the bridge in the
early 16th century, possibly related to a 14th
century bishop’s palace which stood nearby.
Such features as the profile and the chamfered
arch rings are compatible with that date, and
the only question concerns the fine condition of
a bridge which has apparently been disused for
some time. One other feature worthy of note is
the keying arrangement for the coping stones shown from above in the middle photograph. The bridge is
approached from the west by a walk of about 1km from a minor road, and access is good from that bank.
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F12. St Monans Clapper Bridge crosses the
St. Monance (sic) or Inweary Burn where it
flows into the Firth of Forth, to the east of St.
Monans Parish Church. Apart from providing
direct pedestrian access to the churchyard from
the lower part of the village, the bridge is now a
component of the Fife coastal path. The
photographs show that the bridge comprises
two sandstone slabs with mortar between,
which are probably pieces of what was once a
single slab. The outer surfaces are roughly
squared, and they rest securely on grooves in
the walls which contain the stream. I was
unable to measure the bridge dimensions
during my visit, but it is slightly more than 1m
wide, and a bit less than 2m in span. The walls
which support the slabs are relatively modern
but the slabs look well worn, and could be
almost any age. The church dates to the 13th
and 14th centuries, and the access need will
have

existed

since

then.

These

slabs,

differently supported, could conceivably date
back almost as far, but to go back any earlier
than the 17th century would be speculative.
Access is excellent.
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CE1 Annet Burn Bridge

NN 714 034

17th C

CE2 Spittal Bridge

NS 808 904

16th C

CE3 Carron Bridge

NS 739 835

1695

CE4 Linn Mill Bridge

NS 925 929

17/18th C

CE5 Old Leckie PH Br.

NS 691 952

17th C

CE6 Stirling Bridge

NS 797 946

15th C

CE7 Teith Bridge

NN 722 012

16th C?

CE8 Tullibody Old Bridge

NS 847 951

16th C
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CE2

Firth of Forth

CE1. Annet Burn Bridge: The Annet Burn is a
left bank tributary of the River Teith, and is
crossed by the A84 2½km a north-west of
Doune, at Burn of Campus. Immediately to the
north of the present road bridge is an older one,
now used only as a footbridge, although it is 3m
wide. There is a single segmental arch of span
7m, and the bridge is rubble-built though the
voussoirs are roughly dressed. Slightly unusual
features are protrusions on each face, and on
each side of the crown. The photograph is
rather inadequate, demonstrating the difficulty
in observing the bridge, even from the present
roadway because it is so close to it; access upstream is worse, with it being possible only to confirm that the two
faces are similar. The Listing suggests a date-range between the late-17th, to early-18th century, and I had thought
that since the A84 follows a Military Road, the latter may be more likely. However Mr. Simpson, creator of the
Scotland’s Oldest Bridges website, has pointed out that the bridge would have been wider if built for the Military
Road after the 1715 Jacobite Rebellion, but that if the bridge already existed, it is very likely that it would have been
incorporated as it stood. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to date the bridge to the 17th century.
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CE2. Bannockburn Spittal Bridge was once on the main route from Edinburgh to Stirling, spanning the
Bannock Burn, a tributary of the River Forth, but now carries a road into a park from the old centre of the village.
A panel, placed over the west side of the bridge is inscribed as follows; 'This bridge was built by Robert Spitall
taylor to King James the Fourth 1516 pro patria et posteris. Repaired by the Justices of the Peace 1710. 12 feet
added to the breadth by the trustees 1781'. Stirling Burgh Records also note repairs to the bridge in 1631. The
bridge has a single segmental arch made of coursed and random rubble, with single flush, dressed-stone arch
rings; the latter are heavily chamfered on the east face, but not on the west face. The width of the bridge is
7.5m, with the original structure purportedly forming the eastern 3.6m. The overall length, including approaches,
is 48.1m, but the actual span is c12m. The most recent repairs and refurbishment were carried out in 2001. On
the basis of the above one might expect to see older masonry on the downstream face, with something newer
to be seen upstream, but the only real distinction is the arch ring chamfering on the former. Access is good
around the bridge; the photograph shows the east, downstream, face, and the very clear boundary in the soffits
between the upstream extension and the rest of the bridge. I am rather unconvinced that there is much visible
of the 16th century, thanks probably to the numerous refurbishments, but lack the evidence to say more.
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CE3. Carron Bridge crosses the River Carron on a minor road leading from the B818, about 6km west of
Denny. There is a date-stone of 1695 which must refer to an original bridge, which was heavily modified in the
early 18th century and again thereafter. The structure comprises two stilted segmental arches of different sizes.
The larger river arch to the south has an arch barrel with 5 orders of very small dressed voussoirs in brick not
stone, and was probably constructed in the 18th century. The spandrels and coping are built in rough random
rubble. There are double arch rings in two orders on the smaller flood arch, which is more likely to be original,
with voussoirs of the lower arch ring, finely dressed. Apart from the large triangular cutwaters on each face, the
abutments are supported by heavy modern buttresses. The bridge deck which is 3.3m wide is steeply inclined.
Access is better upstream than downstream, but all the main features are easily seen.
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CE4. Linn Mill Bridge over the Black Devon
Water is beside the B910, 1½km north-east of
Clackmannan, just downstream from the
waterfall

which

explains

its

name.

Unfortunately, it is so much festooned with
vegetation, that it has been difficult to identify
its features, as can be seen from my
photograph alongside. It has a single semicircular arch spanning c6m, and carries a track
almost 3m wide between low parapets. The
single arch rings of shaped voussoirs are flush.
The fabric is mainly rubble, but the soffits are
of coursed, fairly regular blocks. Until a highlevel bridge was built in c1800, a short distance further downstream, it must have provided the sole access to mills
beside the waterfall, and required carts and people to negotiate quite steep slopes on each bank; the road shown
on Stobie’s map of 1783 probably crossed the bridge. As to its age, its erection may have coincided with the
opening of one of the mills as early as the 17th century, (Linn Mill is shown on 17th century maps like that of Adair,
but no roads in the neighbourhood are shown). However, the plain structure itself gives few clues, and for that
reason I must place it in the 17/18th century category. The bridge is on the ‘Buildings at Risk’ register but appears
quite robust, and carries only pedestrians and their dogs into a nature reserve, so does not appear to be in
imminent danger, but it would be nice to see the vegetation cleared away.
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CE5. Old Leckie PH Bridge carries a path over the Leckie Burn, a small stream flowing northwards into the
River Forth; it is just south of the A811, about 1½km west of the village of Gargunnock, itself just west of Stirling.
It comprises a single rubble-built semi-circular arch of span 3.3m, rising more than 2.5m above the level of the
burn running high. The track-way is 2m wide between low parapets, perhaps wide for a packhorse bridge, but
so it is usually described. The direction changes at the ends would have made life difficult for a carter. The
plaque which is visible on the upstream face carries the date 1673, and the style accords with this. However,
given that a newer bridge is close-by, reputedly dating to the 18th century, and that the bridge in question carries
no more than a footpath, it is remarkably well preserved, and has obviously been refurbished relatively recently.
Indeed, the ashlar voussoirs are immaculate and the repointing of the abutments is complete. If the bridge is what
it appears to be it is one of the finest of its type in Scotland. It is difficult and unwise to try to get a car close to
the bridge, and my problems were compounded by a camera glitch, so I have had to use a photograph taken
from the web.
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CE6. Stirling Bridge crosses the River Forth at Stirling at or near the site of a timber bridge which was destroyed
during Sir William Wallace’s victory in the battle of 1297. The present bridge, which probably replaced a ferry, is
built largely of coursed rubble masonry (Ballengiech stone), though the arch rings and part of the spandrels are
ashlar, and the workmanship is of good quality throughout. The earliest date of construction quoted is 1410, but
as much as a century later is also a plausible estimate. It is a tall and handsome structure, with four nearly semicircular arches spanning 11.4m, 16.5m, 16.8m, and 14.4m, from south to north (left to right in the photograph
below); the arch sizes being determined by the suitability of the river bed for pier foundations. The arches are
not ribbed but there are double chamfered arch rings. The bridge piers are 4.4m in breadth, and there is a slight
bend in the line of the bridge of about 0.6m., which may also be due to foundation conditions. The roadway,
which is 3.9m wide between parapets, is now restricted to pedestrian use. The central pier has cutwaters which
rise to give small rectangular refuges, but other cutwaters are capped at low level. The southern arch was rebuilt
in 1749, after it had been blown up to try to prevent the Jacobite army entering the town. The bridge, which has
a claim to be the most aesthetically pleasing in Scotland, is easily viewed from downstream.
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CE7. Teith Bridge carries the A84 across the River Teith, to the south of the village of Doune, approximately
8km north-west of Stirling. It is said to date to 1535, and has been attributed to the royal tailor, Robert Spittal,
who also founded Tullibody and Bannockburn Spittal Bridges, but masonry of this age is not much in evidence.
As viewed from upstream, there are two semi-circular arches of un-coursed rubble; in view is the western
extension which doubled the width in 1866 according to a plaque on the bridge. The photograph, unfortunately
showing the newer face, because I could get no useful view from downstream, indicates the extent of the
widening operation. The carriageway is now 6.1m wide though it seems less because of the tight bend to the
north, on a busy road, so it must originally have been only c3.1m wide. The northern arch span is c12.5m. The
bridge is little decorated save for the prominent string course. I am led to believe that the downstream face does
display older stonework, but no features that support a build-date in the 16th century. A partial explanation may
lie in Mr. Simpson’s finding that the bridge was broken to deny it to the Jacobites in 1715, but this probably only
required one arch to be restored, not least because a complete rebuild in the early 18 th century is very unlikely
to have resulted in a bridge only c3m wide. However it is possible that the opportunity was taken to refurbish
the whole of that face, though such an undertaking might have been expected to include typical 18 th century
features. So the bridge is a puzzle, but I will retain the 16th century build-date, mainly on the basis of its general
form, width, and back-story. Access is very difficult with steep banks and a profusion of trees.
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CE8. Tullibody Old Bridge now carries a cycle track across the River Devon, alongside the A907, just to the
west of the village from which it takes its name. It is said that the bridge was built in the early 16th century by the
agency of the same Robert Spittal responsible for Spittal Bridge in Bannockburn, and Teith Bridge, and it
displays more evidence of an early build-date than the other two bridges named. In 1560 the eastern of two
river arches was destroyed by William Kirkcaldy of Grange, during the wars which occupied most of the short
active reign of Mary, Queen of Scots. A number of temporary repairs were carried out, mainly in the 17th century,
but it was only in 1697 that a full restoration took place when the eastern arch was rebuilt. Three flood arches
had been added to its west before 1616, perhaps surprising if the bridge was still incomplete. Anyway, the bridge
built with squared, coursed rubble, now comprises two river arches, and three flood arches of total length, 135m,
while the width varies from 3.5m to 6.1m. The river arches are pointed, above quite high imposts, i.e., stilted, and
of span 5.4m. That to the west, which is thought to be original, has three arch rings in three orders, but the
eastern later arch is plain with a single flush arch ring. Both rest on four chamfered ribs. There is a large triangular
cutwater upstream, tapered off below the parapet. Good views of the bridge can be obtained from upstream
(north), as in the photograph, but the other face is rather inaccessible.
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